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EDUCATION
For over a decade The Old Vic has developed and delivered dynamic, relevant and
responsive education projects that provide stimulating and bespoke opportunities
for young people from a diverse range of backgrounds.
Our renowned projects support schools, teachers and young people, offering high quality theatre
and enrichment experiences. We do this through free theatre tickets to Old Vic productions, tailored
learning experiences at the theatre, in the classroom and online and innovative employability and training
programmes for 11–25 year-olds.
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Our social mission is woven into the fabric of The Old Vic and what we do. We champion creative
approaches to social mobility, education and engagement, seeking to support young people to be the
best they can be.
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CURTAIN UP
At The Old Vic, we are motivated by the belief that engaging with the arts can enrich lives
and expand horizons, and that early encounters with theatre can act as a gateway into the
arts for young people from all backgrounds.
Curtain Up worked with 14 primary schools and community groups based in London, giving them the
opportunity to see a main stage show at The Old Vic and take part in a 90 minute pre-show workshop
for free. The project was designed to support equality of access to the arts by working with groups
who would otherwise not be able to attend a live performance. The project worked with a range of ages
with the youngest participant being seven years old and the oldest being 60. Participants were invited
to see A Christmas Carol, which was adapted by Jack Thorne and directed by Matthew Warchus.
This production was full of singing, live music, immersive theatre elements and effects, offering an
inspiring and creatively rich introduction to the work of The Old Vic.
The pre-show workshop was designed to increase confidence, teamwork, creativity and well-being
through drama. The workshop used the character of Scrooge in order to explore a wider theme of
empathy and the affect our actions have on other people.
453 people took part in Curtain Up, many of whom had never taken part in a drama workshop or visited
The Old Vic before. We hope that by engaging in the project and experiencing drama for the first time
that we have inspired the next generation of theatre goers and theatre makers.
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The following organisations took part in Curtain Up in January 2019: Boury Academy,
Dunraven Primary School, Grenfell Arts Project/Fresh Arts Theatre School, Henry Dickens Community
Centre, Jubilee Primary School, Kings Avenue Primary School, Leo Early Intervention Service,
MOSAIC Clubhouse, Oasis Inclusion Project, Rugby Portobello Trust, St Saviour’s & St Olave’s School,
St. Fidelis Catholic Primary School, The Priory Lodge School, Walnut Tree Walk Primary School.

‘I liked it and I learned about a lot of things and
maybe I can run a theatre when I’m older’
Student, Dunraven Primary School
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AIMS
1. To reach primary schools and community groups who face social or economic

barriers to accessing cultural opportunities
2. To provide a free, accessible and inclusive workshop for participants to develop

skills in confidence, communication, self-expression, physicality and teamwork
3. To provide participants free and fully supported access to the theatre to attend

a performance of A Christmas Carol

AIM ONE
To reach primary schools and community groups who face social or economic barriers to
accessing cultural opportunities.
Curtain Up worked with groups who would otherwise be unable to attend a production at The Old Vic
due to social, economic or logistical barriers. The project originally aimed to engage up to 396 people
across 12 groups but due to high demand for places this was extended to 453 people across 14 groups
(seven schools and seven community groups).
Curtain Up was advertised on The Old Vic website and on our social media channels. In addition,
the Education & Community team conducted targeted research in order to find groups who would most
benefit from this experience. Targeted groups included those from low economic backgrounds, groups
operating in areas with low arts provision and Special Educational Needs and Disability (SEND) schools
and community groups. Our aim was to reach those who had never been to The Old Vic before and
even those who had never experienced live theatre before.
To ensure that the project was accessible we offered performances on weekdays and weekends.
In addition, all groups were offered the opportunity to attend an Open Performance of A Christmas
Carol. An Open Performance at The Old Vic offers a more relaxed and open theatre environment and
was designed for those with an Autism Spectrum Condition, anxiety disorder, learning disability,
or simply those who would prefer a more informal environment. At an Open Performance there is a more
relaxed attitude to noise, sound levels are lowered and the house lights are kept on so it doesn’t become
too dark. Audience members are free to leave or re-enter whenever they would like and chill out spaces
are offered in our foyer. A visual story was created for patrons with an Autism Spectrum Condition so
that they could familiarise themselves with the theatre and the production in advance of attending.
This was the second Open Performance held at The Old Vic as they are not currently offered on all
our shows. We made sure to include this performance as part of Curtain Up to open up the project to
those who would struggle to attend a regular performance. The Open Performance proved popular,
with four groups opting to attend and identifying that without this offer they would struggle to attend a
live performance.

‘We all had an absolutely wonderful time at the
show on Monday night. The children thought it was
magical, particulartly loving the snow inside! It was
a chance for them to see something completely
different to anything they know and, for many,
was their first trip to the theatre full stop’
Group Leader, Boury Academy
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AIM TWO
To provide a free, accessible and inclusive workshop for participants to develop skills
in confidence, communication, self-expression, physicality and teamwork.
The pre-show workshop was designed to be fun, active and creative as the majority of participants had
never engaged in a drama workshop before. The aims of the pre-show workshop were:
1. To introduce the story of A Christmas Carol

2. To explore the physicality of a character
3. To think about how our actions affect others
The workshop included a brief run-through of the story. The facilitators asked participants to improvise
images, sound effects and short scenes to help tell the story of A Christmas Carol as an ensemble.
The play featured complex language and old-fashioned dialogue which could have been challenging for
younger participants. By reviewing the story during the workshop the participants found it much easier
to follow what was happening.
‘Lots of them were feeling proud of themselves for understanding the ‘tricky language’ helped along by
the fact that Sunday’s workshop and storytelling had been so clear and had prepared them so well’
Group Leader, Boury Academy
Participants were challenged to create their own version of Scrooge using their physicality. They created
Scrooge as a young boy and as an old man. Participants were encouraged to think about why Scrooge
might change from a lonely but happy child to a miserable and unpleasant, old man.
‘I found the confidence to join in with the acting, something I was nervous about’
Participant, MOSAIC Clubhouse
Participants used Forum Theatre techniques to reimagine the story of A Christmas Carol. They were
shown two scenes from the play and were asked to make suggestions on how Scrooge could change
his behaviour to be kinder. The facilitators made a point of hearing from everyone in the room to
encourage self-expression and empower participants to have their own opinions. Participants were then
invited on stage to play the scene out with their modification to see how it might change the outcome.
Suggestions included speaking in a more civil tone, talking about his feelings, making compromises or
by simply being more generous.
‘I learnt more about empathy, teamwork and more about A Christmas Carol’
Student, Fresh Arts Theatre School
To ensure that the project was accessible and inclusive it was run by facilitators who were experienced
in working with young people with additional needs. To ensure the workshops were delivered to a high
standard a training day for the facilitators was put in place. Facilitators had the opportunity to feed
into the development of the workshop plan to ensure it was robust and to the highest standard. As the
project worked with a wide range of participants the workshop plan was adapted to suit the needs of
each group and these changes were made in consultation with teachers or group leaders.

‘Both sessions were planned to perfection and
were enjoyed so much. Amari and Emily had such
a wonderful relationship with the children and
encouraged them to come out of their shells in
the best ways’ Teacher, St Fidelis Catholic Primary School
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AIM THREE
To provide participants free and fully supported access to the theatre to attend a
performance of A Christmas Carol.
83% of participants had never been to The Old Vic before and some had never been to the theatre
before. Facilitators made sure to leave time at the end of each workshop to answer questions and
alleviate any concerns. Each group received a free programme on arrival at the theatre. From past
experience we know that this can be a useful resource for teachers and group leaders when thinking
about follow up work.
A visual story was offered to all participants but in particular was created for anyone with an
Autistic Spectrum Condition or who might be feeling anxious about visiting a new space. The visual
story explained where everything was in the theatre and what happened during the show. It explained
elements of the production that might be confusing or surprising so that participants would be well
prepared and could relax and enjoy the show.

PHOTO: MANUEL HARLAN

‘The partnership with The Old Vic has been extremely valuable to our children at the GrenfellArts
Project. Thank you very much for your support’
Group Leader, Grenfell Arts Project/Fresh Arts Theatre School

‘Brilliant! Brilliant! Brilliant! When can we go again?’
Participant, MOSAIC Clubhouse
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OUTCOMES
A total of

453

people took part
in Curtain Up

GENDER

49%
of participants identified as male

51%
of participants identified as female

AGE

ETHNICITY

2%

1%

1%

1%

7 years old

15 years old

Asian/White

Other Asian background

3%

1%

1%

4%

8 years old

16 years old

Bangladeshi

Other Black background

34%

1%

22%

4%

9 years old

47 years old

Black African

Other Duel background

44%

1%

11%

3%

10 years old

52 years old

Black British

Pakistani

10%

1%

8%

10%

11 years old

55 years old

Black Caribbean

Prefer not to say

1%

1%

6%

16%

12 years old

60 years old

Black Caribbean/White

White British

1%

8%

Chinese

White European

3%

1%

Indian

White Irish

83%

of participants
had never been to
The Old Vic before
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WORKSHOPS

38+62+A 88+12+A
38%

88%

of participants had never
taken part in a drama
workshop before

of participants rated the
workshop as excellent
or good

94+6+A 100+A
94%

100%

of participants rated
the workshop leaders
as excellent or good

of teachers/group leaders
thought the workshop
content was excellent

100+A 100+A 100+A
100%

100%

100%

of teachers/group
leaders thought that the
communication between
them and The Old Vic
was excellent or good

of teachers/group leaders
thought the level of skills
gained by participants
was excellent or good

of teachers/group leaders
thought the facilitators
were excellent

SKILLS

62+38+A 49+51+A 44+56+A 28+72+A
62%

49%

44%

28%

of participants felt the
workshop helped them
develop their confidence

of participants felt
the workshop helped
them develop their
communication

of participants felt
the workshop helped
them develop their
self-expression

of participants felt the
workshop helped them
develop their physicality

69+31+A 25+75+A 100+A 100+A
69%

25%

100%

100%

of participants felt the
workshop helped them
develop their teamwork

of participants felt the
workshop helped them
develop their empathy

of teachers felt the
workshop developed the
participant’s’ confidence

of teachers felt the
workshop developed
the participants’
communication
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IMPACT
Curtain Up was a popular and successful programme and every group who participated expressed
a desire to continue their relationship with The Old Vic. The project was successful in bringing in new
audiences, many of whom had never been to The Old Vic before. The workshop was successful at
developing key teamwork skills and building participants’ confidence. Overall it offered an accessible
and inclusive experience that had a positive effect on the people who took part.
‘Thank you for offering our children such a once in a lifetime opportunity’
Teacher, Kings Avenue Primary School

DEVELOPING NEW AUDIENCES

83% of participants had never visited The Old Vic until they took part in Curtain Up. 19% of participants
had never been to the theatre before. We hope that by engaging with Curtain Up that participants will be
inspired to continue their relationship with drama and live performance. By welcoming them to The Old
Vic we hope to create a sense of belonging and empower participants to return and engage in future
productions.
‘The children have a strong connection to your space’
Group Leader, Grenfell Arts Project/Fresh Arts Theatre School

ACCESS

77% of participating groups had at least one participant who had additional needs. In addition,
three groups specialised in working with young people with additional needs. The Priory Lodge School
works with students who have mild to moderate autism, Asperger syndrome and associated learning
difficulties. Oasis Inclusion work with a mixture of disabled and non-disabled children. St Saviour’s
& St Olave’s School are an inclusive mainstream school who opted to bring their Learning Support
ASD and Social Communication Nurture Group. We also worked with two organisations dedicated
to supporting people dealing with mental health issue: Leo Early Intervention Service and MOSAIC
Clubhouse.
‘[The workshop was] able to encompass all skill levels and was very inclusive’
Teacher, Kings Avenue Primary School
Inclusion was at the heart of the workshop plan, ensuring that all activities could be completed by
everyone. By tying the project in to an Open Performance this enabled four groups to feel more
comfortable about attending either because their students had additional needs or because they felt
their group would benefit from a more relaxed environment.

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

The organisation Children and the Arts, who are currently investigating the decline in arts access for
Primary School students, have identified that: ‘Participation in arts activities can have a positive impact
on young people’s confidence and self-esteem, their communication skills and means of self-expression,
their ability to empathise and tolerate, and creates more effective collaborators and thinkers’. Looking at
participant and teacher feedback the Curtain Up workshops were particularly successful at developing
confidence, self-expression, empathy and teamwork.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
DEMAND

Demand for the project was high with more organisations wanting to take part than we were able to
cater for, despite increasing the number of groups from 12 to 14. In future we will look to expand the
programme (funding dependent) so that even more people are able to participate. To support this we
will have a longer lead in time for organisations to apply. A longer lead-in will also enable us to do more
targeted research into groups who would really benefit from this opportunity. We will run a drop-in
session to allow organisations to meet us face to face to talk about the project and receive support in
applying should they require it.

TRANSPORT

Oasis Inclusion had some last minute cancellations on the day they attended the performance.
Whilst they commented that this is unfortunately the nature of working with young people with complex
health needs, there may be ways for the project to better support groups like this in future by providing
a transport budget line. This would alleviate the stress of using public transport.

RESOURCE PACK

PHOTOS: MANUEL HARLAN

To further support the learning of participants we will look to offer a dedicated resource pack to each
group with suggestions on follow up exercises that they could complete after seeing the show.
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